
 
 

 

 

AGENDA 
Rowing Australia Masters Commission  
Meeting: Monday 10 August 2020 
6pm AEST / 5.30pm ACST / 4pm AWST 
Via Zoom link in meeting invite or 02 8015 2088 and passcode: 7593973950 
 

Invitees 
Alison Creagh (ACT), Phil Titterton (NSW), Mark Mussared (SA), Alan Nicoll (WA, Chair), Jason 
Dolbel (TAS), Ian Holzberger (QLD),  Karen Clay (WA), Alice Evans (RA), Ron Batt (RA, part), 
Gordon Marcks (RA, part) 

Apologies Nikki McAllen (VIC).  

1. 
Minutes of July Meeting 

- Approve Alan/Mark 
 

2. 

Indoor Rowing Working Group Update – brief by Ron Batt with discussion from 
Commission  

- NPDC is currently on hold but indoor rowing and coastal rowing groups 
are working to grow the individual disciplines. 

- The Indoor Rowing WG has a person from each state represented 
- 2016 first Indoor Rowing Championship was held 
- Made some changes in terms of distances but have gone back to the 

original as proposed… Changes based on research and trialing 
- Offer lightweight events across all age categories. 
- Hosting one event in every state (including NT). 
- Multiple age brackets – 10 year groupings when over 40. 
- Men, Women, para categories are all involved. 
- Many different reasons for people to get involved in rowing that either 

don’t have access to on water rowing or just find it as a great way to 
get involved. 

- Would love to get more masters rowers involved.  Great add on to on 
water rowing.  

- State Championships and other events that are more about 
participation. 

- Different concepts like competitions on distance rather than standard 
“results” 

- Different participation options of lighter “competition”  
- Can spread the reach of rowing much further than on-water can do. 
- Recommendations from Ron Batt for the Masters Commission on 

Indoor Rowing areas for engagement: 
o Develop videos with Masters rowers rather than elite rowers 
o Provide tips for masters for technique and physiologically to 

help with their ergo work. Video with real people / masters. 
o Provide tips for competing in a relay – encourage involvement. 
o Provide Indoor Rowing training programs to allow Masters to 

prepare for competitions 
o Provide tips on technical aspects of Indoor Rowing eg. suitable 

drag factors etc. 
- Lots of masters rowers competing in the world indoor masters rowing 

champs.  
- Working through gyms also to encourage participation. 

Ron Batt 



 
 

 

 

3. 

Updates WIP 
- Lightweight – board meeting Friday 14 August 
- Average for interstate masters – board meeting Friday 14 August 
- Club Point Score – updated via newsletter (July) 

For Noting 

4. 

Para interstate event – brief by Gordon Marcks with discussion from 
Commission 

- Considering the introduction to para interstate at AMRC event. 
- We try to be inclusive wherever possible 
- Initially at the KC Regatta – the idea was floated to the para community 

then to the states. Initially was introduced as a trial. 
- PR3 is the easiest as there is greater uptake in the states. PR1 and PR2 

there are not huge numbers. 
- Reasons for non-participation are difficult to identify.  There are a 

number of masters aged PR3 rowers around (noting that para-rowers 
are a small percentage of the overall rowing population) 

- Interstate masters para would create an additional reason to 
participate in the AMRC (currently there is only one event on the 
program for para rowers). 

- Little take up of para events in the AMRC currently. 
- States can decide whether they have appropriate rowers / quality to 

enter.  The state would decide on their ability to enter based on the 
potential competition.  

- Broadcasting over time that we will be including a para interstate to 
create interest in the event. 

- Canvas states initially to see who is eligible and who is likely to turn up 
at the event. 

- Contact those athletes that are on the RA Classification Master List that 
may be interested. 
(https://rowingaustralia.com.au/development/para-rowing/para-
rowing-classification/ra-classification-master-list-february-2019/) 

- Start point of this conversation is that “why do we have para at the 
ARC interstate level but not at AMRC interstate” 

- Consider able bodied/para mixed crew 
- Consider mixed gender boat (2x) 

ACTION: look at the number of athletes that are masters ages in each state 
(GM to source this information).  

For Discussion 

5 

State COVID updates  
- WA – pretty free 
- QLD – full regatta program (800 participant regatta, no spectators) 
- TAS – All clear, rowing not effected except for relevant COVID safe 
- NSW – currently running regattas.  Change to gyms – which effects 

training in rowing clubs and makes it difficult. NSW CMO has flagged 
Issues around mixing young and older rowers in one space. 

- ACT – Winter Time Trials have commenced with full participation 

 

6. 
Other Business 

- Coxed & Coxless Handicaps: Alice to circulate asap 
 

Next Meeting: Monday 14 September 
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